
SHOULD GUNS BE ALLOWED ON COLLEGE CAMPUSES? 

 Should? There is a great controversy over this issue. Some argue guns be allowed 

for student or faculty on campuses that students should not be allowed guns as it leads to 

criminal activities as well as bad behavior instead of studying at college campuses. On 

other hand, many argue that without guns students feel themselves unsafe and can be 

victimized by the criminals. I am of the view that guns should not be allowed to the 

students at faculty or campuses. It harmfully damages the lives and career of students in 

anyway. 

 College campuses would never be save if we provide the students a gun and give 

them confidence to crossfire. Colleges should be a safe place for the students to grow and 

learn in such an atmosphere that is totally free from divers risks associated with the 

gunfire. The reality that college campuses have been attacked by some hazardous persons 

with guns is a cause to make stronger the state as well federal laws framed to keep the 

guns at a distance from the individuals such as the shooter at Virginia Tech, and there is 

intention to weaken the strategies that strongly prohibit firearms on campuses. A 

systematic background check would have stopped up the purchasing of guns that were 

utilized in that massacre. It is a very efficient method for reducing the dangers of gun 

fighting on college campuses and there is no negative of it. 

 In spite of terrible massacre at Virginia Tech, the university and college campuses 

are safer as compared to communities that encircle them. College students are 

approximately 20 percent less possibilities to undergo violence than the non-students of 



equal age group whilst about 93 percent violence against the students happens outside the 

campuses. 

 In case students as well as teachers begin to carry guns on campus, we can expect 

more risks and dangers that would lead to more possibilities of student to student and 

student to faculty violence. It would have more fatal consequences if such violence 

happens such as risk of suicide attempt ends in fatality, gun thefts, following damage to 

the people, and even out of campuses. 

 College students are of 18 to 24 years of age and it is generally recognized as hot-

blooded years in majority of students’ lives. These are considered the peak years for 

drinking binge and using drug, health challenges like mental health, suicide risks, and 

committing of gun crimes like homicides. The studies have established that those who 

carry guns at campuses are likely, in comparison to other usual students, to engage in 

drinking binge, take alcoholic drink in the morning, utilize cocaine, damage property, and 

often face trouble with police. By providing guns to such students, we would face dire 

consequence. 

 Those who argue to allow guns for student on campuses are of the view that non-

availability of guns has been proved dangerous as the individuals are being victimized. 

Instead, the people who are likely to be safe in such a gun free zones are only the 

criminals and they have easy access to law abiding disarmed students. In fact, these are 

criminal free zone and the students are just like a prey for the criminals. 

 



 Moreover, the criminals have not only proven that they can disrespect law but 

they are also ready to break the laws. Thus, the strict laws to control guns proved to be 

ineffective to protect from large number of murderers while striking colleges and schools. 

Thus, they argue that the only solution to the problem is to allow the responsible 

individuals to intermix with the possible victims in order to take an opportunity to 

respond to the attackers like the one at Virginia Tech. There is sufficient number of 

people having license to carry guns and allowing them to campuses would reduce such 

crimes in the society. 

Disagreeing to this view, I still argue that allowing guns on college campuses 

would not only arm the students more easily but other potentially dangerous individuals 

as well to play havoc both in and outside the campuses. Consequently, the students would 

forget to study at campuses and contribute destructively to the society rather then to 

become a noble citizen. Providing plenty of guns to homes, a state or a country would 

lead to extra gun violence.  

 


